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In architecture and design, the topic of efficiency is constantly brought up. When designing any structure, the illusion that the price and value must increase along with the 
client's hopes and desires is always present. Today, being able to own a home or building with complete structural safety, embellished layouts and sustainable designs seem all 
but affordable, no matter the area that one resides in. While this occurs in most low-income areas, a major perpetrator of this is the slums. According to recent research, there 
are five billion people that live within city environments. Of those five billion, two billion people live in poverty, unable to provide much for themselves, their family, or their 
home. It is often people like these who end up living in slums. So looking at these numbers, what can we, as architects, do to help provide these less fortunate with comfortable, 
desirable homes that can offer all that is needed for them, and the environment? I believe that with enough research, there can be designed a series of homes that contain more 
elements than that of a middle class home, while staying within the budget of the aforementioned families in poverty. The "elements" referred to varies based on the typology, 
the location, and the desires of the client provided there is one. For example, sustainability varies due to geographical features, such as sunlight, wind and plants or greenery. 
It would also be fairly comfortable to inhabit and be able to withhold at least a single family. It should also be structurally stable and to withstand any disaster, regardless 
of the location of the project. This series is intended to correspond to any and every environment, with minimal amount of tweaking and minimal cost. Wherever the site of the 
residential unit may be, with a few changes in material, style, and layout, a formula can be forged to provide inexpensive and environmentally impactful homes and buildings 
anywhere. The argument is that the key problem within most slums/ low-income areas are the homes themselves. The overall goal of the project is to be able to create a formula 
to minimize the cost and space of a home, allowing low income folks to be able to own a home and be able to expand at their own leisure. However, the idea is to do this without 
reducing the integrity, nor the quality of the home. With the research, the desired accomplishment is for the optimized home to be able to be implemented in any site. But for 
now, to find the steps and methodology needed to create this home, it is required to start with a single site. If, by using the location, materials, and culture along with other 
site analysis, an optimal residential unit under the desired pricing range for a low-income family can be designed, then it is simply a matter of taking that said methodology and 
applying those same steps to any and every case in the world, resulting in a quicker solution of mapping out the plans, materials, and programs needed to recreate the design 
in a different area.

Chapter 

[design Hypothesis]





[Design Hypothesis]

With this project, instead of just designing the residential unit wholly and placing it modularly and blindly on any and every site available, the approach I am going to take is to
choose the site first, analyze it and understand it in an incremental progressive manner. By going along with this process, it allows the discovery and construction of a scientific
method which can act as a sort of formula that we could then use to determine all the different factors that shape the design of the home (such as material, layout, size, 
environmental hazards, and potential beneficial impacts). After would just be a matter of re-enacting the analysis of the site to understand the vernacular in almost the exact 
same fashion, and beyond that, creating a new residential unit that responds to the other sites, but still falls under the thesis of optimizing architecture. Understanding the 
basic necessities, functions, and sizes of a home can help provide anyone that is subject to the growing city with a home that they can comfortably live in, within an affordable 
price. Of course, one model cannot fit all homes, but with extremely minor tweaks, a layout can be determined to create a mold. I will investigate the basic typical necessities 
and functions of a single family within an area that has been heavily affected by this process, and design a home that minimizes all in cost and size to provide them with a 
luxurious home, all whilst keeping it indigenous to the area. First would be to understand the acceptable standards for a family. To understand the program and find similarities 
to optimize the space needed in conjunction with the cost. This provides us with a basic starting point in terms of the physical design and layout. Then, we study specifics of 
the area & understanding how climate/terrain will affect the home such as through materiality. Last would be the real specifics such as culture, which provides the real 
variety within a home. Beyond that is taking and replicating the homes and organizing it in a way that recreates the communal environment it currently has. Taking all this into 
consideration will provide a solution to create a home that is suitable for the ones who had to leave their home. A place that will make it seem like they never left. A place 
that they could call home.

 Universal Constraints To Consider 
- Cost: It is difficult to determine the appropriate cost of a residential unit, as being "low-income" can mean something completely different with every region. Pew Research 
Center determined that being "poor" is to live off of less than $ a day, while being classified as "low-income" is to live on $-$0 a day. The reality of it is, however, that the 
state of being "poor" and "low-income" just varies too wildly to be able to consider a proper baseline price. A solution that can be used is to take a look at similar projects 
done, and understand how they came to the price. For the time being, the baseline price would be set to around $,000 dollars. 
- Materiality: Similar to wages and income, materials are going to need to be adjusted to the site and region to reach maximum efficiency. Unfortunately, not many materials
have the "one benefits all" properties, so something to be included within the methodology of the thesis is a way to determine which materials would be most useful in the
situation
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Chapter 

[design analysis]

applying the thesis question to 
a site. Giving a canvas to the 

inquiry

 When thinking about optimizing architecture and 
who would benefit most from it, what situation comes to 
mind? The end goal of the thesis is to minimize the amount 
of space within a home, while maximizing the quality 
of homes. This would include minimizing the materials 
used, to allow residents to build the home themselves, 
while also minimizing the costs for the same reason. In 
addition, the new proposed residential units intend to be 
beneficial to the environment itself. As slums are often 
seen as homes living within an environmental hazardous 
area, I also aim to solve a majority of those problems 
by redesigning the homes themselves. Similar to the 
Elemental half homes, this project would most benefit 
the low income citizens. Specifically, the ones that 
reside around major cities are victim to its ever-growing 
nature, such as urbanization victims. Urbanization is a 
constant ever-growing process currently taking place in 
Nigeria. And with it, comes a multitude of problems that 
negatively impact its citizens, specifically the families 
that cannot provide much. This leads to pushing out the 
aforementioned people in poverty from the mainlands of 
Lagos because they do not have the means to provide for 
themselves within the new environment being built, as it 
is made for the more affluent residents. As a result, 
the lower-income families and businesses get displaced 
and moved into low areas that they can afford. Many 
of these areas are looked at and deemed not suitable 
living conditions  by a mass amount of the public. 
Understand this is not to say that their living quarters 
are completely uninhabitable, but it does, however, 
leave much of the basic necessities to be desired. Proper 
sanitation, extremely small spaces, proper materiality 
that can keep the residents comfortable, and more. 
Enter, Makoko





[SiteConditions: History ]

Makoko was established in the th 
century primarily as a fishing village, 
resting above the Lagos Lagoon. Over the 
many years, thousands of people have made 
this place their home. The Baale (chief 
of the village)estimates 00,000 people 
living in Makoko, which differs from the 
census ,000 - 90,000 people. There is 
not an official population count on water 
because the settlement was declared 
non-existent and illegal. The majority of 
the residents come from the Egun tribe 
of Benin Republic and Badagry, a coastal 
town in Lagos State that borders the 
neighboring country, Benin. The place is 
filled with many unfortunate citizens who 
were pushed out of their villages from 
other areas and practically forced to 
live within this area. The slums are in a 
clustered area on the outskirts of the 
town, bordering Lagos Lagoon. The houses 
there are put on stilts while water flows 
throughout the city, hence it being known 
as one of the largest water cities in the 
world. As the ground moves away from the 
water, the ground slowly turns back into 
dirt and mud. There, the houses are made 
of cement and is slowly sinking into the 
ground. There are small but steady water 
trails running throughout these streets 
to the ocean, constantly keeping the 
ground damp. The low income housing is 
packed into a semi-organic grid, especially 
when it actually is moved away from 
the water. Here, traveling becomes less 
of a hassle due to there are no longer 
any muddy waters throughout the main 
streets.

While the street conditions may have 
improved, the housing conditions  have 
not. The housing conditions shows signs 
of the evolution of the site conditions 
themselves. The housing deep into the 
lagoon contains housing that is stabilized 
on wooden stilts about  feet off of 
the ground. The housing units on land 
are comprised of concrete/cmu blocks 
built on the solid ground. Nearing the 
shoreline of the Lagos lagoon and the 
new Makoko, there is a blend between the 
materiality: both concrete and wooden 
housing intermingle together to create an 
awkwardly smooth  blend of construction 
that creates a new shore of the large 
mass of water.
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[SiteConditions: Population Density]

The population density in Nigeria is much 
higher than it is in other countries within 
Africa. With the growth rate at what 
it is now, the estimated population is 
expected to grow exponentially within 
the next two decades. The city of Lagos 
is expected to grow the fastest among 
all the other major cities in Africa. As 
the most populous city in Africa grows, so 
does its construction and their process 
of expanding the urban environment of 
Lagos. Lagos, Nigeria s largest city and 
its commercial center, lies on the Atlantic
Ocean and hugs Lagos Lagoon. The main 
business districts are on Lagos and Victoria 
Islands. Just south of Makoko is Victoria 
Island. This is home to the development 
of a project titled "Eko Atlantic" or 
"Nigeria International commerce city". It 
is a planned city of Lagos State, Nigeria, 
being constructed on the Atlantic Ocean. 
This development has the potential to 
eventually extend close into the Makoko 
area. Along with the intended Eko Atlantic 
City, Victoria Island is also part of the 
new rapidly growing population ( it is still 
a part of Lagos). Lagos population has 
grown outwards starting with areas like 
Victoria Island and Makoko. It expands 
miles outwards.

[figure ]

[figure ]
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[SiteConditions: Potential Expansions]

[figure ] [figure ]





[SiteConditions: SocioEconomic Status]

The settlement lacks basic social 
amenities such as electricity, schools, and 
healthcare clinics. The residents lack 
sufficient sanitation. Approximately  
households share latrines. Wastewater, 
excreta, kitchen waste go straight into the 
water. Water is only obtainable through 
vendors and filling up cans from large 
plastic tanks that are situated in different 
points in the settlement. Residents report 
that the local government provided some 
plastic tanks, while others are owned 
for the sale of water. The tanks are 
connected to boreholes or underground 
pipes. In July 0, more than 00 people 
were made homeless, due to government 
issuing a demolition exercise of waterfront 
communities. The reasoning given was 
that due to the environmental nuisance, 
security risk, impediment to economic and 
gainful utilization of the waterfront, 
they should vacate the area. Being a 
health and an environmental hazard as 
well as being out of line with the Lagos 
State s development plans, encouraged 
the state to undergo the demolition 
exercise on the water settlements. The 
residents were understood to be in danger 
because of the electricity cables that run 
along the shanties on the water, rising 
water levels, thunderstorms, and heavy 
rainfall. The environment seems to be 
degrading due to waste being dumped into 
the lagoon and the haphazardness of the 
settlement. The government believes that 
Makoko is an impediment to the economic 
and gainful utilization   the waterfront 
and it undermines the megacity status  

that Lagos is trying to achieve . Another 
potential reason which is not highlighted 
in reports but is sometimes mentions in 
articles, is the potential the land has 
for building and expanding Lagos. But it 
follows the same plan as Maroko. Maroko 
is a slum from 0 years ago which went 
from being a low-income, under developed 
area to expensive plots of land via 
demolition and forced eviction.





[SiteAnalysis: Site ]

On land, Makoko has an area of .9 meters 
squared. The concrete structures that 
loom over the smaller huts on the lagoon 
(and occasionally running parallel to one 
another) reside within this region. This 
area is referred to as New Makoko due 
to it being the area built most recently. 
It is built after the water seemed to 
have drained from some of the mainland 
of Lagos. Getting closer to the water, it 
starts to fill the streets becoming marsh 
lands. The water is a bit smaller and 
has an area of .79 meters squared. The 
houses are not too deep into the water for 
most of them are around  feet above it. 
The water of the lagoon gets to heights 
no larger than  feet. It is not until 
you get to the outskirts where it becomes 
deep, which is where building onto there 
is near impossible. The water reaches to 
0+ feet and it is also the region where 
most of the fish that inhabits the lagoon 
dwell.

[figure ] [figure ]





[SiteAnalysis: Points of Interest]

Makoko operates just like a typical city 
or village within Nigeria. IT contains 
many of the public services, the different 
zones that divides the region into sectors, 
maintained by a sort of government. 
Makoko contains schools (small number 
built on the land, a smaller number built  
on the water), places of worship (churches 
and mosques), community centers and a 
plethora of public stores and services 
including markets, corner stores, barber 
shops, hair salons, electronic stores, gas 
stations, and many more. The area itself 
is divided into 0 different sections, all 
ran by different Baale's. 

[figure 7]





[SiteAnalysis: Road Network & Traffic]

The traffic in Makoko is fairly unique. 
Traveling by canoe provides/produced an 
uncanny infrastructure. From analyzing 
the current traffic system organization,  
it is possible to actually see the growth 
of the village and the different methods 
used to form it. There are certain patterns 
that can be seen within the system that 
seems to show the many possibilities of 
how it could have been made. One of them 
being the currents of the water for ease 
of access in travel (but that is revealed 
later). the canals are filled with primary 
canals, secondary canals, and tertiary 
canals. The primary canals connect to 
the major rivers in Lagos, and serve as 
the main roads boat travel through, down 
through the water village. Secondary 
streets are extensions and branches off 
of the primary streets. While not as 
populated as primary streets, it still is a 
major artery in the network, as it is the 
connection to the many homes and shops 
of the area. The tertiary seats are the 
extremely minute canals that weave in-
between homes and connect the secondary 
canals together. These canals all come 
together to form the intricate system 
that guides the citizens today and also 
leads observers to breakdown its layout 
and understand its origins and patterns.

[figure ]





[HousingSituation: Housing Density]

The edge is pushed and pulled by socio-
economic factors which change over years. 
The urban fabric grows spontaneously in 
a unique typology as a mass condition with
certain density, porosity, connection and 
adaptability.

[figure 9] [figure ]

[figure 0] [figure ]





[HousingSituation: Housing Types]

The housing units vary in sizes. Each 
resident can design their own home and 
adjust it to their family sizes, needs, and 
financial availability. Often, residents 
have a carpenter construct one of the 
smaller houses seen [figure ]. The 
average sized home is made to fit to the 
average sized family (which is around -0 
children). The larger homes are obviously 
to the more wealthy residents, relative 
to the socioeconomic status of Makoko. 
This includes people such as the Baale's, 
chiefs, and other major government 
members of the village.

[figure ]
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[HousingSituation: Wood Sourcing]

Wood, one of the main elements in building 
in Makoko, is not difficult to come by. 
Most wood is obtained from the sawmill 
that has been established in Makoko. But 
where does the mill retrieve the wood? As 
mentioned before, Lagos is continuously 
expanding, taking villages and removing 
them, along with  its people and its 
surroundings. They clear the area of any 
trees, making it completely clear of any 
green so they can build. They clear the 
trees and a majority of them are disposed 
into the waters of the area, probably to 
prevent spending of any cost to dispose 
of the mess properly. A majority of the 
waters and rivers lead to Lagos Lagoon, 
where the disposed wood simply piles up, 
providing the citizens with plenty of wood 
to begin construction of their new water 
homes.

[figure ]

[figure ]





[HousingSituation: housing materiality]

Buildings are constructed of materials 
found on site and as cheap as possible. 
With the area being a great source of 
wood between the dumping of logs and the 
multiple mills that opened as a result. 
Nearly all homes come with metallic 
roofs, wood for paneling, and occasional 
tarping for hales and wall not completely 
finished during the construction.

[figure ]
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[HousingSituation: Sections]

The stilts are irregular, lack the same 
dimensions, and are made of different 
types of wood. Arranged sporadically and  
typically are not long enough to reach 
sol id ground, not protect the house from 
the water. During normal and dry seasons, 
the houses themselves, transportation 
and other elements of infrastructure are 
still fully working. After floods during 
the rain season, The robust construction 
of the stilt architecture, the lack of 
sensitive infrastructure (no isolations, no 
pipes or wires) and massive elements let 
the Makoko houses dry quickly after the 
floods. No serious or expenses damages 
remain and there is no cost-intense 
refurbishment.

[figure 7]

[figure ]

[figure 9]
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[HousingSituation: Landmass]

Residents in Makoko currently practice 
creating their own landfill through the 
use of trash, sawdust, and sand. Some 
residents pay for trash to get dumped at 
their doorstep. They throw all the waste 
into a contained area and mix/top it with 
sawdust. They then proceed to compress 
it until it is tight and compact and above 
ground. Finally, sand is poured on top 
until the newly created land unit is stable 
enough to stand on. It is then repeatedly 
and periodically mashed every six month 
depending on if it has settled properly 
or not. This brought forth positives and 
negatives. It provided a way to re-use the  
large amount of solid waste that litter 
the entirety of Makoko. It helped re-shape 
the ways of building and housing typologies, 
and it also presented the opportunity for 
introducing new types of program to the 
site. Specifically anything that could be 
presented on flat ground rather than 
water. The cons however, may have been 
just as effective. Often times, it would 
not work the first time and would leave 
a jumble of sand, sawdust and trash all 
over the place. The landfills that would 
work obstructed the flow of the water. 
Much of the trash that contaminates 
the waters cannot flow onto the lagoon 
past the housing as intended. While that 
alternative is not good, 

[figure 0]





[Design Challenges]

Challenges Within The Area
- Inappropriate/outdated material of   
  stilts, roof and wall cladding
- Main construction method not solid     
  enough to maintain housing for an       
  extended period of time
- Elements are not firmly fixed 
together/    Structure is not stable
- Stilts are not regularly and accordingly
  dimensioned and sometimes do not even 
  reach solid ground

The stilts are irregular, lack the same 
dimensions, and are made of different
types of wood. Arranged sporadically 
and typically are not long enough to 
reach solid ground, nor protect the house 
from water. Current State: Houses are 
deformed and irregularly shaped with a 
lack of proper structure.





[Design Challenges: Approaches]

Goal: Redesign the home with regular 
properly formed, stable, and solid
construction. 
Approaches
- Consistent application of appropriate 
material: (corrugated metal, hardwood
- Establish a proper structure in the home
- Means of staying above water implemented 
properly.
- Housing
 - Bedrooms
 - Kitchen
 - Bathroom
 - Docks
 - Play Area
 - Fishing Area
 - Waste Area
 - Provide room to grow when allowed
- Intimacy/Community
 - Housing Grouped into smaller     
   courtyards/communities/blocks
 - Any sustainable devices used   
          should be beneficial to and able  
   to sustain the community as a  
   whole
 - Community Water Collection
 - Community Solar collection
 - Docking
- Materials
 - No/minimum introduction of new  
   materials
 - Majority wood due to it being   
    the easiest to access
 - Discovering a use for the trash  
   & waste that litters the area

[figure ]

[figure ]





Alejandro Aravena took a similar approach 
by addressing the issue of certain people 
not being able to afford large "good" 
houses, and are left with smaller homes. 
So the question asked is, "instead of giving 
someone a finished small house, why not 
give them half a "good" house? The project 
was attempting to solve the problem of 
urban migration, resulting in squatting and 
huge housing deficits. The struggle laid in 
making low-income houses affordable, and 
incremental building. Alejandro Aravena 
addressed this after Chile was hit by an 
earthquake, killing over 00 people and 
destroying 0% of the buildings in the 
city. Elemental had already experimented 
with unfinished low income houses in Chile, 
which was to be built at $7,00 per unit, 
for 00 families. It was a good attempt, but 
the future inhabitants still threatened 
the proposal of the design with a hunger 
strike due to it's cost. Building individual 
houses would simply just cost too much. 
So Elemental chose to build half-houses 
-- tall rectangular units separated by 
empty space. These houses are big enough 
to meet Chile's minimum standards for low-
income housing. Then residents on their 
own time would expand into the adjacent 
empty space. Some of the "issues" brought 
up: It is hard to see plans like this taking 
off in other countries due to some building 
codes.

[Case Studies: Elemental Homes]

Chapter 





[Case Studies: Elemental Home]

Even in Chile, some of the half-houses look 
very similar to the homes that they were 
designed to replace. While some made very 
elegant houses, some residents have made 
adjustments that "look like slum shacks
wedged between concrete houses". The 
houses consisted of  floors, a kitchen, 
a bathroom, structural walls, and 
a staircase. The rest of the houses, 
allotted empty slots between the half-
buildings, were left to the residents to 
construct. 





[Case Studies: Elemental Home]

Increase property value:
Elemental identified a set of design 
conditions through which a housing unit 
can increase its value over time; this 
without having to increase the amount of 
money of the current subsidy. In the first 
place, they had to achieve enough density, 
(but without overcrowding), in order to be 
able to pay for the site, which because 
of its location was very expensive. To 
keep the site, meant to maintain the 
network of opportunities that the city 
offered and therefore to strengthen 
the family economy; on the other hand, 
good location is the key to increase a 
property value. Second, the provision 
a physical space for the extensive 
family  to develop, has proved to be a 
key issue in the economical take off of a 
poor family. In between the private and 
public space, we introduced the collective 
space, conformed by around 0 families. 
The collective space (a common property 
with restricted access) is an intermediate 
level of association that allows surviving 
fragile social conditions. Third, due to 
the fact that 0% of each unit s volume, 
will eventually be self-built, the building 
had to be porous enough to allow each 
unit to expand within its structure. The 
initial building must therefore provide a 
supporting, (rather than a constraining) 
framework in order to avoid any negative 
effects of self-construction on the 
urban environment over time, but also to 
facilitate the expansion process. Finally, 
instead a designing a small house (in 0 
sqm everything is small),

they provided a middle-income house, out 
of which we were giving just a small part 
now. This meant a change in the standard: 
kitchens, bathrooms, stairs, partition 
walls and all the difficult parts of the 
house had to be designed for final scenario 
of a 7 sqm house.

[figure ]





[Case Studies: Villa Verde]

If to answer the question, one starts 
assuming one house = one family = one lot, 
they were able to host just 0 families in 
the site. The problem with isolated houses 
is that they are very inefficient in terms 
of land use. That is why social housing 
tends to look for land that costs as 
little as possible. That land, is normally 
far away from the opportunities of work, 
education, transportation and health 
that cities offer. This way of operating 
has tended to localize social housing in 
an impoverished urban sprawl, creating 
belts of resentment, social conflict and 
inequity. If to try to make a more efficient 
use of the land, they worked with row 
houses, even if they reduced the width of 
the lot until making it coincident with the 
width of the house, and furthermore, with 
the width of a room, they were able to 
host just  families. The problem with 
this type is that whenever a family wants 
to add a new room, it blocks access to 
light and ventilation of previous rooms. 
Moreover it compromises privacy because 
circulation has to be done through other 
rooms. This resulted in overcrowding and 
promiscuity rather than efficiency. They 
also explored high-rise building, which 
is efficient in terms of land use, but it 
blocks expansions and here they needed 
every house could at least double the 
initial built space.

[figure ]

[figure ]
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[Case Studies: Villa Verde]

Now, in Constitucion, there is an entire 
area populated by two-story half houses, 
the visual design of the buildings are 
different, but the concept is the same; 
half of the houses are identical and the 
other halves are completely unique. First 
floor of the finished half is made up of 
unfinished concrete floors, and the second 
is covered in unfinished plywood. The house 
is cheap, practical and well insulated. 
Everything that families would not be 
able to build alone has already been done 
(foundation, plumbing, etc). Residents 
just have to provide their time, labor and 
any extra materials. Every house comes 
with a manual covering possible ways to 
expand using standard building materials,
avoiding the need for anyone to buy 
expensive custom resources. The vision 
is that residents end up with much more 
pleasant house than what they could have 
built completely on their own or received 
from ordinary state funding. Turner and 
other advocates of this approach, called 
"sites and services," began doing building 
projects where they would work with 
governments (and/or private partners) to 
build the parts of housing that residents 
have the hardest time building on their own 
things like concrete foundations, plumbing, 
and electrical wiring. Governments would 
also provide services such as roads, 
drainage sewers, garbage collection, and 
schools" to the site.





[Case Studies: Makoko Floating School]

The Makoko Floating School makes use of 
local materials and resources in order 
to construct architecture that applies 
to the needs of people and reflects the 
culture of the community. Wood is the 
main structure, support, and finishing for 
the school. There are three levels of 
classrooms within the triangular A-frame 
structured building. It is also naturally 
ventilated and aerated.

[figure ]
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[Case Studies:Impressions]

Makoko's Floating School offered a 
multitude of ways to actually conserve 
and harness resources. It contains 
methods of collecting rainwater from the 
roofing system and stores it underneath 
the school. It can later be used as 
water for the toilet system. The roofing 
is sloped also so it can contain solar 
panels. Not only is that a very efficient 
system to use, but the device itself 
takes advantage of the design itself to 
power the three story school. It contains 
natural ventilation through the way they 
designed the facade. It is on of the few 
building that sets a newly constructed 
vernacular for the area of Makoko, as 
it  typically consisting of woods being 
improperly placed to create some sort of 
unsecured structure.

[figure 7]
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[Case Studies:Impressions]

Elemental Housing offers the idea of 
starting a home now and finishing it in 
the future. It helps the people of poverty 
because it provides a small home with 
minimal amount of square footage and 
basic necessities (water, toilet) for a low 
cost that everyone there could afford. 
Then, as they accumulate more money, 
they offer being able to actually expand 
their home at their leisure. The upgraded 
version also offers ways that the 
homeowners themselves could actually 
build the new addition, which in turn saves 
construction costs and can proceed to put  
that money into bettering their home, or 
other beneficial uses. On top of that, 
the versatility of the design offers many 
ways that one could build their homes, as 
long as they can afford it and build it.





As previously stated, Makoko's water is 
contaminated by organic waste and trash. 
Due to all the landfill attempts and 
other methods of building, the lagoon's 
current which would typically allow 
waste to move through the village is being 
blocked. As a result, a pileup of trash is 
circling instead of passing through. Trash 
is stocking up below houses, and staying 
there because now if it tries to move from 
under, the oncoming traffic of canoes 
pushes it back into place. This causes a 
multitude of problems for the community. 
First, roads are getting blocked as trash 
piles up high. Second, it produces a very 
pungent smell that reaches all corners 
of the village. Third, it was one of the 
main causes for the aquatic lifeforms, 
that once made Makoko a thriving fishing 
village, to move further away from the 
village and further into Lagos Lagoon. 
Meaning, that their economy took a large 
loss.

[figure ]

[Design Methodology]
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[Design Methodology: Currents]

For a place like Makoko, reestablishing 
the current in Lagos Lagoon can have 
numerous impacts on the area. Such 
benefits include:
- Plenty of aquatic lifeforms had 
become accustomed to the natural rhythm 
of flow. They depend on the habitats these 
flows create and the cues they provide to 
take some action, such as to migrate and 
spawn. So re-introducing the current can 
help return the fish they help supply the 
area with the majority of their income
- It is able to help clear any of the 
trash and chemicals that may have been 
dumped into the area, allowing for an 
easy flow through the vicinity
- Could allow for an easier traffic 
flow

[figure 9]





[Design Methodology: Currents]

When thinking of being able to "control 
the current" one of the methods used 
to control flow today are retaining 
walls and dams. The first investigation 
is understanding how placing dams in 
the water can affect the environment. 
This includes the direction of the water, 
the velocity and speed of it, the way 
it flows and where the sedimentation 
occurs if any. Providing many different 
potential scenarios in the placement of 
dams reveals the optimal design that will 
properly allow space for travel, and lack 
obstructions that interrupt the flow of 
traffic once again. 

[figure 0]





[Design Methodology: Currents]

It is also important to take into 
consideration how we can use the wall 
for their benefit. It can be used to assign 
program, as well as an actual structural 
portion of the home itself. The home can 
actually benefit immensely from concrete 
walls. It is also vital to understand the 
dimensions of the different walls within 
the scenario. The width of the openings 
within the wall can act as entrances to a 
courtyard style layout. Places affected 
by sedimentation and still waters can act 
as a parking spot, while the area with the 
most movement can act as they layout for 
some of the new main roads proposed.

[figure ]





[Design Methodology: st Iteration]

The st iteration of the new plan took 
the most basic of houses and applied 
it alongside a single form of the many 
different walls fabricated, organized 
by the current and flow of the Makoko 
waters.  

[figure ]





[Design Methodology: Housing Exploration]

It is crucial to consider and understand 
the spacial relationship between the 
wall, the homes, and the water. There are 
different ways to utilize all components 
of the space. What are the connections 
to the wall? Program? The space? 
Interactions with the wall from the house 
and vice-versa? All of these are critical 
questions that need to be answered from 
an architectural, a social, and optimal 
point of view.

[figure ]
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[Design Methodology: Exploration]

Further explorations offers different 
wall designs and details of open spaces 
between, under and around. The pushing, 
pulling, indenting, and dimensions of the 
wall and home itself creates variety 
within the designs of homes.

[figure ]





[Design Methodology: Exploration]

Mock exploration of plans and space of 
the housing units. Made to show scale and 
potential relationship.

[figure ]
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[Design Methodology: Exploration]

Exploration of the effects different 
walls can have on water. Mapping out 
the changes and organizing them in a 
superimposed manner

[figure ]

[figure 7]
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[Design Methodology: Exploration]

Explorations on program ensue, working 
to discover the ways all desired program 
that is necessary to maintain daily life 
within Makoko can be preserved, all within 
a ' x ' area

[figure ]





[Design Methodology: Exploration]

Exploration of the effects different 
walls can have on water. Mapping out 
the changes and organizing them in a 
superimposed manner

[figure 9] [figure 0]





[Design Methodology: Exploration]

Further explorations and details into 
program. Having a small house using  x 
 parameters, only so much can fit into 
the housing unit. The idea is to optimize. 
In Makoko life, residents do not spend 
much time inside. Outside of sleeping 
and bathroom usage, the activities all 
happen outside the homes. For optimization 
purposes, limiting the interior space to 
bedrooms and bathroom usage seemed most 
appropriate. The wall that guides the 
current offers four separate lots. The 
idea is to offer expansion for residents 
when necessary and when possible, and 
truly create a comfortable interior space 
while also optimizing it.

[figure ]

[figure ]





[Proposed Site Plan] [Refined Results]
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[Proposed Floor Plans (example)]

- The top of each wall contains solar panel units. 
Being able to use the massive solar exposure to 
our advantage can provide each island with an 
excess amount of power that the mainland refused 
to give to them. This leaves any generator work 
they need simply at light.

- The top of each wall contains solar panel units. 
Being able to use the massive solar exposure to 
our advantage can provide each island with an 
excess amount of power that the mainland refused 
to give to them. This leaves any generator work 
they need simply at night.

-Previously, human waste and trash typically 
went into the lagoon. Now, human waste goes 
into a collection chamber than can be accessed 
on the outside of the house. Workers from a 
facility who s job would be to collect the waste. 
The idea behind this is to find a deterrent to 
throwing organic or other trash away in the 
ocean. Collecting the waste allows the area to 
recycle and put it back into the community for 
good use. Using the process of Biogas to collect 
a source of renewable energy. Being able to use 
it as fertilizer for gardens that some residents 
maintain, and even allow the opportunity to plant 
more gardens.

- Removing the pollution from the ocean requires 
people. This increases the amount of jobs and 
different trade there. It also returns the fish 
population to the land, making fish easier to 
catch and much more abundant, boosting up sales 
and revenue. 

- Each housing contains two bedrooms and a 
bathroom, along with an outdoor area to do 
certain activities like washing, drying, cooking, 
etc.

- Each Island comes with two community spots for 
the island themselves. The area is a versatile 
function. It can act as a gathering space to hold 
community meetings among Baale's, or a place for 
children to exercise, dance, etc.

- The site is now divided into islands which design 
is based on the previous current examples studied 
out.  These islands are home to up to  separate 
family homes and also businesses if desired by the 
tenant.

- The material consists of a wooden deck on the 
exterior bordering a  ft. concrete wall. The deck 
is the primary portion of circulation, as the houses 
and open spaces are built upon them. The concrete 
wall acts as a way to control the current, or 
rather keep it from being disturbed so trash does 
not get stuck under homes again.  It is an inner 
hallway for resident on the first floor and a 
major structural object within the entire Island.

- The erected walls act as four potential lots for 
each resident, eight front and back. The homes are 
dependant on each individual family, but the basic 
default and optimal layout is already designed 
for them. They have the option to expand how they 
would like, as long as they have both the funds and 
the space to do so. They can choose to purchase 
the lots, and then pay for the construction later, 
or plan to buy both at a time.

- Each home has sloped corrugated roofing that 
acts as a rain water collection unit for each 
wall. This provides the space with a communal 
water collection that benefits the community as 
a whole.

- With the revival of the water, more organized 
and aesthetically pleasing homes, in combination 
with the already lively community, this is bound 
to bring in more outsider to the area. Attracting 
tourists, once again, brings both tour guides 
(another job) and more revenue to the area as a 
whole.





[Renders]

- Multi-use space at the end of 
most housing to suit whatever needs are 
necessary, whether it be lounge or formal.

- Design is meant to retain the 
sense of intimacy and nearness that 
the community already has, which is a 
main factor in what keeps the community 
thriving.





[Renders]

- Water harvesting system provides 
water for later re-use which includes 
cooking, showering, and cleaning

- New "artery" or waterway formed 
by the new design. The pattern of the 
proposed site allows for it to take 
form naturally based on the current to 
release any flow. Similar to how Makoko 
was currently formed now.
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[Renders]

- Certain spaces within the area can 
act as a communal/commercial building 
rather than a housing unit. These spaces 
vary from biogas facilities, used to 
maintain and facilitate the process, to 
markets and gardening spaces to sell 
home grown/made products.





[Renders]

- Each island holds a communal space 
that has multiple purposes, varying from 
a meeting spot, to a children's playground

- Concrete walls also serve as an 
ulterior space for circulation. Providing 
a more private access to and from 
each individual home and building while 
maintaining its main focus as the structure 
of the area
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[Renders]

- Photo-voltaic cells atop each lot 
wall provides an efficient energy source 
that the mainland does not provide; 
electricity. Allows the use of it by day, 
and the use of generators by night, which 
is an action that the citizen of the land 
are already accustomed with.
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[Conclusions]





[Conclusion]

Throughout this thesis, there is still the 
question that begs to be answered: Does 
rebuilding and redesigning the homes in a 
slum with added devices actually remedy 
the current slum situation? Does this 
new practical application successfully 
redefine the means and conditions of being 
a "slum"? Does it do this while remaining 
indigenous to the culture, feasible for 
construction and purchasable by the 
community to use?  In other words, did the 
theorem work in the practical portion? 

The thesis did not accomplish what it set 
out to do entirely. While the redesigning 
of Makoko housing theoretically had 
a huge impact on the environment and 
the lifestyle of Makoko entirely, it is 
something that would not be able to be 
accomplished by the housing alone. Even 
though it was what was mostly addressed, 
it still involved and relied on programming 
outside the home in areas such as biogas 
centers. So while the housing provided 
the answers Makoko may have needed, 
they could not solely run a city. Other 
buildings with program are needed to 
accomplish the revitalization of a slum.
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